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We are delighted to have the opportunity and privilege to invite you to a phenomenal and important
event to be held at Miami International Airport Auditorium on 12-13 September 2017 Counter Terrorism
Symposium.
As you may already know, there have been some 500 terrorist attacks worldwide so far in 2017 with
more than 3500 plus fatalities. Terrorists can attack anything, anywhere, anytime. Preventing all pure
terrorism is impossible, but seeking ways to divert vulnerable people from terror is our goal. Our
readiness to mitigate risk is now, standing still is not an option.
Threats of Terrorism Have Morphed. The decade after the 9/11 attacks reshaped many facets of the life
in America and around the Globe. We have managed to deter high-profile attacks like 9/11, and
somehow, we got the illusion that the problem was contained and manageable. The recent terrorist
attacks have changed the landscape from airport terminals, to massive transport terminals, down to
attainable public areas, concert halls, tourist attractions, theme parks, schools, sports venue, other
targeted infrastructures.
The threats are REAL and STAKES are high! Adversaries are acting too fast and we don’t have the time
or luxury to delay risk mitigation with lengthy action planning that can take years to implement. The
goal is to stay ahead of the “bad guy” and minimize operational failures. Terrorism is not confined to
one race, one religion or one language. Terrorism as we have seen it breeds anywhere and everywhere
and it’s no longer confined to Middle East – the landscape is complex and continues to evolve. Our
enemies are adaptive, and we must be adaptive as well.

Preparedness requires improving intelligence, increasing security, identifying your soft targets and
vulnerabilities and developing effective response capabilities. We have developed a powerful think tank
and counter terrorism conference series to help our industry quickly identify and outline a strategy, with
quick wins, understanding your business needs and tolerance and with the ultimate goal of maximizing
efficiency.
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On 12-13 September 2017, at Miami Airport Auditorium – 2 DAY COUNTER
TERRORISM SYMPOSIUM – Bringing together a coalition of strategic keynote and guest
speakers with amazing presentations, education, empirical understanding of the crisis and
conflict in the region, terrorist movements, terrorism in general, sectarianism, best practices
in mitigating threats, screening, homeland security and public safety. Attendees will be given
concrete and practical tools and will benefit from interactions with Counter Terrorism
subject matter experts and service providers. Interactive open panel discussion will be held
in each afternoon session.
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On 14-15 September 2017, at Miami Airport Auditorium – 2 DAY COUNTER
TERRORISM TRAINING – The 2-Day training program incorporates analyzing intelligence
information from previous real world attacks, and putting in place more robust security
procedures to help mitigate future threats. The curriculum includes fundamentals of
terrorism, risk recognition (persons or devices), security checkpoint, explosive detectors,
reaction and reporting procedures, in addition to active-shooter and lock down procedures.
Following a hands-on CBT training on X Ray interpretation of images and new threats, via
Simulation Computer Based Training. Learn which training aids, IED training kits will best fit
your needs and requirements.
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MORE ABOUT THIS 2 DAY TRAINING COURSE:
The Counter Terrorism training provides education for all employee levels from security personnel, general staff and
managers on awareness and appropriate levels of response.
The 2-Day training program incorporates analyzing intelligence information from previous real world attacks, and putting
in place more robust security procedures to help mitigate future threats. The curriculum includes fundamentals of
terrorism, risk recognition (persons or devices), security checkpoint, explosive detectors, reaction and reporting
procedures, in addition to active-shooter and lock down procedures. Following a hands on CBT training on X Ray
interpretation of images and new threats, this is a Simulation Computer Based Training.
Instruction will utilize PowerPoint presentations, as well as hands-on interaction with replica threats (IEDs and Props,
etc.). All will then be integrated in scenario based drills and training exercises which is the final part of the learning
evaluation phase..
Introduction to dissertation of IED’s and their construction, components, theory and the implementation will provide a
basic level of understanding. This course can be used as a prerequisite for advanced courses and levels of instruction.
The ETD product props used in this curriculum are compatible with two of the biggest names in explosive trace detection
- Smiths Detection and Morpho Detection. Smith’s Detection and Morpho Detection ETD systems are used across the
globe by homeland security, military, and your institution personnel for accurate threat detection.
In addition to our explosive trace detection products, we are committed to providing the most effective IED training aids.
We have a strategic alliance with the manufacturer X-ray correct IED training aids for security checkpoints and walkthrough metal detectors for the accurate detection of guns, knives, mail threats, explosives, and explosive components
such as firing circuits and blasting caps.
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COUNTER TERRORISM SYMPOSIUM AGENDA

12-13 SEPTEMBER 2017
Draft Agenda Overview
This is a “draft agenda” providing an overview of the symposium platform and lends on providing a general structure of
topics, presentations, discussions, and panels. We are in progress of adding additional content and guest speakers.
Register early, secure your seat and make your travel plans. Don’t miss this event, there is no other like it.

SYMPOSIUM - DAY 1
Tuesday, 12 September 2017
8:00 AM

REGISTRATION DESK OPEN
Pick up your registration package and Name Tag

9:00 AM

OPENING

9:30 AM

UNDERSTAND TOMORROW TODAY
Providing actionable intelligence analysis and insight on global security, technology, and business
issues that impact public safety. Looking to inform on decision-making process to understand
and navigate global and local threats, risks and opportunities.

10:00 AM

PROACTIVE vs REACTIVE
Most if not all the reactions of acts of terror have been reactive. Implement a proactive approach
to the internal and external terrorist threats. The concept of Haves versus Have Nots has been
popularized in social sciences, however, we know the luck is not a strategy.

10:30 AM

Coffee & Networking

11:00 AM

BILLION DOLLAR LESSONS
Economics reminds us that resources are always limited, and that resources allocated to X are
not available for Y. The challenge in dealing with terrorist threats—whether to a nation, a sector
such as aviation transportation, or a sub-sector—is always one of deciding where to invest scarce
resources to maximum benefit. This inevitably requires difficult choices to be made, and the
premise of this event is that risk assessment provides an essential framework for making such
choices and should be applied more consistently to aviation security.

11:30 AM

PROTECTING THE PEOPLE, REDUCING THE RISK
The human cost (most importantly) as well as the economic costs can hardly be justified.

12:00 PM

INSIDER THREAT
The New System on credentialing and identification, crew, and aviation employees, as well as
onsite visitors. Aligned with TSA insider threat initiative.
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COUNTER TERRORISM SYMPOSIUM AGENDA
12-13 SEPTEMBER 2017

12:30 PM

Lunch & Networking

1:30 PM

Part I - REDEFINING GLOBAL TERRORISM
The Dynamics of Counter-Terrorism. Where do Terrorist Groups come from. Domestic versus
International Terrorism and why it’s important to know the difference.

Part 2 - DRIVERS OF TERRORISM and MEASURING AND UNDERSTANDING
The link between political terror, human rights and terrorism. Terrorism and ongoing conflict.
•
Global Terrorism Index map
•
Terrorism today and future
•
Ten countries most impact by terrorism
2:30 PM

CRISIS MANAGEMENT & COMMUNICATION STRATEGY
Strategic crisis management, business continuity, infrastructure protection and intelligence
analysis. Communication strategy and responding to mainstream media.

3:00 PM

DISASTER READINESS AND RESPONSE FOR ALL VENUES
A general campaign overview aiming to reach all resources that are involved with the movement
of people, crowds, and public safety.

3:30 PM

Coffee & Networking

4:00 PM

COUNTER TERRORISM: THE ROLES OF FEDERAL, STATE, and LOCAL AGENCIES
Each nation has the right to protect itself and its citizens.
•
achieving maximum awareness of potential threats;
•
deterring, intercepting, and defeating threats at a safe distance;
•
achieving mission assurance, securing critical infrastructure, and ensuring continuity of operations
•
improve national and international capabilities for homeland defense and homeland security
(principally through active, layered defense).

4:30 PM

WEAPONIZATION UNCONVETIONAL WARFARE
Theory, principals, tactics, techniques and components of resistance.

5:00 PM

EXPERT PANEL DISCUSSION - Terrorism: Do We Have It Right?
Bringing together a group of subject matter experts for a panel discussion and audience
engagement Q & A and discussions. Expanding on topics of interest. Lean and Learn.
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COUNTER TERRORISM SYMPOSIUM AGENDA
12-13 SEPTEMBER 2017

VIP INVITATION SYMPOSIUM DELEGATES

Miami Design District
140 NE 39th St #133, Miami, FL 33137
(786) 843-3880
Reservations: Dinner Reservations are not included. If you wish to
dine here, you may reserve your table ahead.
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COUNTER TERRORISM TRAINING AGENDA
14-15 SEPTEMBER 2017

Draft Training Curriculum Overview
This is a “draft curriculum” providing an overview of the training platform and lends on providing a general structure of
topics, presentations, discussions, and computer base image interpretation module. This is typically a 4-day course, we
have condensed into 2 days on intense educational and informational sessions. Participants are encouraged to bring in
their own laptops for the CBT Session (computer simulation x ray image training). The final agenda may be modified with
new or updated content.
Register early, secure your seat and make your travel plans. Don’t miss this event, there is no other like it.

TRAINING - DAY 1
Thursday, 14 September 2017

8:00 AM

REGISTRATION DESK OPEN
Pick up your training registration package and Name Tag

8:30 AM

Counter Terrorism Awareness Training – Part 1
The program provides education for all employee levels from security personnel, general staff
and managers on awareness and appropriate levels of response. Recent events such as the Fort
Lauderdale Airport attack and the San Bernardino shootings highlight the existing vulnerabilities.
This course will provide detailed explanation and discussion covering:
•
Understanding the Adversary
•
History and evolution of the IED
•
Recognizing the stages of a Terrorist Attack
•
Countermeasures to reduce being viewed as a soft target

9:30 AM

Counter Terrorism Awareness Training – Part 2
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Active Shooter contingency planning
IED Devices recognition and trigger mechanisms
Working area - terrorism threat assessments
Actions on Bomb Threat
Situational Awareness training
Suspicious package/behavior recognition
Covert countermeasures planning
Suicide bomber and Suicide Vehicle Bomber threat

10:30 AM

Coffee & Networking

11:00 AM

PREDICTIVE PROFILING (PROACTIVE)
Syndicate Exercise Planning (Reactive)
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COUNTER TERRORISM TRAINING AGENDA
14-15 SEPTEMBER 2017

12:30 PM

Lunch & Networking

1:30 PM

COMPUTER BASED SIMULATION SCREENING X-RAY INTERPERTATION – PART 1
Intense x-ray screening training with replica props and other IED training aids.
This course will provide detailed explanation and discussion covering:
• Walk through and hand-held metal detector
• Explosive detector operation/maintenance
• X-Ray interpretation of hand baggage and individual person

2:30 PM

ADVERSARY METHODS OF ATTACK (PROACTIVE) PART 1
What is an AMO?
Adversary Methods of Operation represent proven and actionable terrorist and criminal operational
plans. They represent the stages a terrorist or criminal will go through when attacking a target.
This process involves a series of steps:
•
Broad Target Selection
•
Intelligence & Surveillance
•
Specific Target Selection
•
Pre-Attack Surveillance & Planning
•
Attack Rehearsal
•
Execution
•
Escape & Evasion

3:30 PM

Coffee & Networking

4:00 PM

ADVERSARY METHODS OF ATTACK (PROACTIVE) PART 2
In order to identify possible AMOs, we must look at what terrorists and criminals have done in the past.
For example, terrorists often travel to countries such as Afghanistan and Pakistan for Training prior to
their attack. Any person with this travel itinerary could potentially be stopped and questioned as their
prior actions correlate with that of a proven AMO. While it will always be useful to identify possible AMOs
from the past, as Terrorists are constantly updating their methods of attack, it is important that we
identify what methods they may use in the future.
Methods of Operation:
•
Knowing the method of operation of a criminal or terrorist helps us become more threat
orientated.
•
To be threat orientated means to constantly predict potential terrorist methods of operation
and to recognize the possibility that an attack can happen at any moment.
•
By knowing the method of operation, we can understand how a terrorist will act in order to
successfully carry out their attack.
•
In order to start profiling, you must identify and test all the possible methods of operation of
criminals and terrorists within your protected environment.

5:00 PM

WRAP UP – INTRODUCTION TO TRAINING KITS EXHIBITION ONSITE
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SPEAKERS
Event speakers are global leaders in subject matter expertise, intelligence, technology,
and security professionals looking to inform, educate attendees in making decisions,
improve current processes and navigate through the risks and opportunities.

POWERFUL PANEL DISCUSSIONS
Panel Discussion will allow for a deep dive into topics relevant to attendees. Panel
discussion will be dictated by the interest of participants on specific topics and
expertise. The goal is to provide the added value of information and insight in a
discussion among various points of view.
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WHERE
The Miami Airport Auditorium is located on the NORTH TERMINAL on
CONCOURSE D ticketing terminal take escalators up to 4th floor and follow
the signage to “Auditorium”. If you are staying at the Hotel inside the
airport, it’s a short 7-minute walk inside the terminal.

Airport Auditorium
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ACCOMODATIONS

Each delegates is responsible for their own airfare and hotel and it is not part of the symposium or
training registration.

MIAMI AIRPORT HOTEL
Located inside the MIA Airport Terminal and is a convenient accommodation for those delegates
coming from around the globe that want to simplify their stay and just a short 7-minute walk inside the
MIA Terminal.

NEARBY HOTELS
There are many other nearby hotels in the MIA Airport Area that offer shuttle transportation to MIA
Airport. You will need with hotels directly.
You may check internet sites for alternative locations of your choice.

BEST to book your hotel accommodations quickly and avoid a SOLD-OUT scenario!
www.miamiconference.org
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WHO SHOULD ATTEND
TARGET SECTORS

TARGET AUDIENCE

AVIATION INDUSTRY

AIRPORT

PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION

AIRLINES

SPORTS STADIUMS

CRUISE LINES

THEME PARKS

GOVERNMENT

AVIATION INDUSTRY

LAW ENFORCEMENT

PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION SERVICES

THIRD PARTY SCREENING SERVICE PROVIDERS

VENUES, CONCERT HALLS FACILITIES

SECURITY EXECUTIVES AND LEADERSHIP
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